Delivering Solutions to Customers: High-Velocity Manufacturing

HP’s “solution factory” is an innovative production environment with a build-to-order strategy. The result is a minimum amount of inventory, and operational excellence that is driven by responsiveness to the customer rather than by factory utilization.

Background
This is the story of the creation of a highly innovative manufacturing operation that focuses on velocity, and strives to eliminate delays in delivering products to the customer. The operations facility in Gueltstein, Germany has been in production since 1998, and has a sibling in Roseville, California that was built a year later [Blake H. Jr., 2000]. The production test of a third version in Singapore is currently in progress. The development of the Gueltstein operation is a unique achievement: a small team designed high-velocity material and information-flows within significant time and budget constraints. The speed they aimed for is achieved by a combination of parallel processes, flexible labor practices, and state-of-the-art systems.

Gueltstein’s velocity thereby exploits the best practices of a seemingly unrelated industry – food and groceries. Comparing high-tech to fresh products like fruit and vegetables, where spoilage drives the velocity of processing and sales. Heinz Schmid’s team resolved to eliminate the obsolescence and depreciation of computer components. The custom-ordered products manufactured in Gueltstein are typically unique in their configuration. The likelihood of a new order for a similar configuration might only occur once a year, increasing the pressure on planning to be accurate and on the supply chain to be flexible. In a race against time, critical components must be put to immediate use because of the price erosion typical of high-tech market dynamics. As the design team concluded, “no one likes to buy brown bananas.”

Also unique to the Gueltstein project was the collaboration with workplace services to face the challenges posed by civil engineering. For example, how were they to resolve the inevitable conflict between full manufacturing flexibility and the business imperative to maximize return on both assets (ROA) and investment (ROI)?

Building a factory from scratch, which will have the flexibility to build the yet-unknown products, while tying up a minimum of assets, is no small task. Undaunted, Schmid’s broad experience in manufacturing led him to ask the all the tough questions, and to arrive at a holistic view of the project. His promotion to supply chain manager in May 1999 was a natural extension of this experience – allowing HP to capitalize on collaborative networks. As Schmid put it, “Our global supply chain has characteristics similar to a shopfloor. It is a network with many nodes [elements] and links between nodes.”

Schmid identified the few fundamental processes, which were instrumental to the success of his complex manufacturing environment – managing information and material flows, subcontracting, assurance of supply, and price negotiation. To appreciate the complexities he faced, one look at the backbone of the product, HP’s Superdome computer, will suffice. These machines are so big that the mere physical necessity of moving them is a hindrance to manufacturing velocity.

The project team had to think about limiting the area where product assembly, configuration, and product building is carried out. Similarly, the manufacturing activities had to be centered on completing the product, rather than moving the component parts and products from work-center to center. From the planning of these simple physical facts, the Gueltstein plant team rose to the challenge of holistic manufacturing processes.

Process Flows
What distinguishes the Gueltstein facility is the team’s assumed responsibility for all processes involving manufacturing, starting from the assembly of the configuration, through to switching on the final product at the customer’s site. Among the products it creates are the complete, ready-to-power-up Global Systems it delivers to the end-customers of mobile telecommunications.

To deliver high-quality, complex products, they perfected a few key processes: order fulfillment, lifecycle management, shopfloor planning, shipping, product design, and sourcing. The project team turned its attention to product design, particularly the amount of customization allowed, which would ultimately determine the velocity of...
Their operations. They split their manufacturing process into a generic (build-to-forecast) segment and a customer-specific (build-to-order) segment, and a decision had to be made about when in the manufacturing process the generic switched over to the customer. The positioning of this boundary necessitates a trade-off between technology, physical constraints, product costs (landed product costs), and time-to-market targets. The team decided to define the lowest common denominator item within the assembly of any one product: the sub-product or component upon which all potential product configurations could be built. This lowest common denominator “box” could then be produced to plan, based on total expected forecast quantities. To arrive at a design that would reliably optimize future production, HP considered the role of various physical product features. The manufacturing team within the factory had to anticipate constraints waiting at the customer’s site. Network infrastructure configuration, the capacity for room temperature control, airflow limitations, and even simple physical access to the customer’s location can all have significant ramifications. These factors outside the factory’s walls influence when, where, and how the product is built on the assembly line so it can be effortlessly plugged in and powered up at the customer site.

The Gueltstein team ultimately decided to allow configuration choice at the product level. Specifically, configuration at this level consists of a chassis, to which mechanical parts, input-output devices, memory storage, processors, and software are added. The customer order could have potentially been introduced at the time of any one of these assembly elements but was shifted upstream, to the most generic sub-assembly to permit mass customization.

Sourcing of the product’s lowest common denominator box is done principally from outside Europe, though local sourcing is done exceptional cases. The LCD’s pre-prepared material kit is bought against plan. Under forecast boundary conditions, the stock on-hand typically represents three weeks of supply. Because Gueltstein’s local stock is generic, unsold inventory, the materials management processes strive to always keep the actual quantity at a minimum. The products factory is nevertheless able meet the delivery expectations of its customers with so little buffer because it is part of a continuous global replenishment process. Critical components are stockpiled in a worldwide central location, applying principles of risk pooling. HP aggregates demand uncertainty across multiple operations, to ultimately reduce the minimum inventory required for a responsive supply chain (safety stock). Fast-moving worldwide replenishment processes (two to three days) allow HP’s regions to take advantage of the centralized inventory pool.

The further away the source of parts, sub-assemblies, and products, the higher the risk and uncertainty around timely availability of supply. Across the street from the factory, any contingencies can be quickly tackled. HP’s contingency planning has deliberately shifted its focus from execution to transit variability (also to exploit the tax savings made possible when materials flow through certain overseas locations). Prompted by the increased risk of disrupted air transport, planners in Gueltstein recently decided to accumulate an additional week of buffer inventory. Attention to global transport risk increased after the September 11th terrorist attacks, when air shipments to and from the United States were halted for one and a half weeks.

Memory is one such commodity – subject to high volatility of price and supply – which is centrally procured and stockpiled in Puerto Rico. This HP-owned warehouse acts as a virtual buyer for the products factories abroad. The Puerto Rican procurement teams have direct systems access to the material resource planning systems in Gueltstein and Roseville, which eliminates the usual redundancies in the information flow between suppliers and point-of-use. Through the transatlantic systems integration there is an overall reduction of transactional costs.

Sourcing of the Gueltstein facility is integrated into its ERP systems (HP’s worldwide SAP/R3 installation), and committed to meeting customer expectations. Suppliers are notified automatically (and occasionally through fax and email), to meet order-fulfillment’s locally defined target dates. A monthly forecast update is transmitted to the entire supply chain to ensure that everyone works from the same image of the demand. Although this factory works within a regional fulfillment strategy, sourcing of strategic parts is globally managed.

While operational sourcing occurs locally, the Gueltstein operation buys the majority of its parts from the global marketplace. This allows for the pooling of demand volatility, while creating procurement leverage for strategic parts. Finally, a worldwide procurement process allows global product consistency for HP’s manufacturing.

At a practical level, this means HP’s preferred suppliers receive an aggregate demand report, split by region. Individual transactions are then executed and managed on a regional level. To ensure visibility, HP effectively owns all material flows between suppliers, manufacturing locations, and customers. The capability to track and trace goods in transit eliminates the uncertainty around (inbound and outbound) material flows. The visibility, which HP gains by owning this forwarding process, in turn, allows for flexible and informed decision-making within high-velocity order fulfillment. Common knowledge at HP dictates: “It is important to be in-the-know.”

Flexibility

To attain flexibility in order fulfillment, HP needed to be flexible with both labor and plant capacity. At the high-velocity factory, this flexibility is accomplished by tying the manufacturing planning process to the capacity allocation process. It starts with the physical layout of the plant, which must, as a principle, be able to cope with the maximum potential capacity requirements. However, by building a plant to accommodate...
date possible demand peaks, the asset impact on HP’s balance sheet becomes a concern. There is an inherent risk in a costly build-up of plant capacity when combined with the demand uncertainties natural in a build-to-order strategy. When building high-end computer products, the order peaks of other products or products cannot fill the troughs of little work. To avoid being pressured into a more continuous usage of the manufacturing facilities just to offset fixed costs, the Guelstein team put great care into creating the lowest possible asset load to begin. The simplification and multi-usage of their physical plant averts some of the justifications inevitably demanded by financial controllers when demand (and consequently utilization), drops.

Beyond the return on factory capacity, the demand volatility inherent to the industry (which can swing by two to three orders of magnitude), poses a unique challenge to labor management. Spurred on by allegations of wage/productivity liability in their selected location, the HP solution factory proceeded to invent a viable concept for labor flexibility. A novelty in the German market, with its strong tradition of conservative and powerful trade unions, the Guelstein approach manages phases of low workload under declining orders, as well as the multiple shifts necessary to meet exploding demand, with equal effectiveness. Manufacturing facilities in Germany have a comparatively high wage level, and must maintain a high productivity level in order to achieve competitive cost-per-product. Making trade-offs remains instrumental to tackling these challenges, since a high-end plant must be able to attract and retain a highly qualified – thus highly-paid – workforce. Rather than committing workers to a fixed, 40-hour weekly contract, they offered flexible labor options for 160 hours distributed over a month, or approximately 1,600 hours performed per year. These innovative contracts, devised in close collaboration with the workers’ council, allowed employees new and attractive choices, with no detrimental effect on sick leave or dedicated time off. Convinced of the mutual benefits of the model, the workers’ council approved the plan as required by German law.

Figure 2 This operations model is enabled by the HP proprietary manufacturing backplane integrated with a SAP R/3 system.
The Gueltstein approach is centered on what they call work objects, 15 to 20 of which typically comprise a complete customer order. Committed to completion within the order’s promised date, each of these objects (computers, disk drives, software loads, and accessory kits) is managed independently of one another, scheduled individually according to their own cycle times. Starting with the work object requiring the longest lead-time, all objects are targeted to fit through the narrow window of time preset for final shipment. Again, this parallel backwards-scheduling drives out the delays that result from misaligned processes and information. The precision of tightly-scheduled, parallel assembly clearly eliminates any need for local storage. Some carefully-selected redundancy and buffer (for example, in cycle times) is, however, built in to permit self-adjustment, and avoid micro-management. An automated conveyer system dubbed “the Autobahn” orchestrates the apparently random movement of work-objects through the aisles.

The Gueltstein scheduling concept is comparable to an airline gate, which only permits those ticketed passengers who arrive on time to pass. It treats the final destination (completed customer order) very much like a gate. On his computer screen at each assembly station, each operator sees the associated subassembly flows, which are color-coded — green for those comfortably within the anticipated lead time, yellow when about to be delivered, and red when assembly is behind schedule. The different colored-signals thereby facilitate exception processes. In exceptional cases, red flows receive preferential treatment, and can be inserted into the schedule to cope with unexpected volatility in the process or in customer demand.

Lessons Learned
The solution factory realized that since late and early deliveries alike contribute to negative customer experience, timing is everything. Defining velocity to be the goal meant transforming the working mode from batch and serial processes to parallel processes. Velocity implied linking all processes and systems seamlessly, which reduced costs.

Wary of total automation, Schmid insisted upon establishing an explicit and inescapable review by each and every transactional workflow, be it between people, or between people and systems. Assembly processes are designed so that it is impossible for a worker to complete a work object independent of its supporting system. Consequently, uncoordinated work steps are rendered impossible. For example, it is impossible to carry out an automatic test of an incorrect (defined to be a less than 100 percent match to the customer specifications) product configuration. By doing it right the first time, quality, avoidance of costly rework, and velocity were assured.

At the same time, the team systematically eliminated any dependencies between material and information flows that were not absolutely necessary to completing a product. An example of this is the “Autobahn” or conveyer system, which is a stand-alone facility. Because it is not (electronically) automated to link with the production control system, a mechanical breakdown or delay in this “taxi” system would have no significant impact on the surrounding environment.

The most important prerequisite for the unfailing innovation displayed by the Gueltstein project was the ability to look out beyond traditional functional and organizational horizons. The attention of a manufacturing team to the specifics of customer expectations, expanding beyond simply making the best product, exemplifies this attitude.

The factory design team drew upon a variety of functions, organizations, and enterprises to comprise the decision-making team. They included all stakeholders in the process, i.e., all those people that can either make the program a success, or prevent it from ever becoming reality. In any supply chain, the material flows are administered by organizations, and the various points at which information is generated and transferred, need to be aligned.

Schmid’s team discovered a critical opportunity in learning from other industries with similar challenges. The comparison of high-tech products to fresh produce was both enlightening and bold, clearly a refreshing and highly profitable departure from the “not-invented-here” syndrome.

Results
The design and building of the plant in Gueltstein had the a measurable business impact in the 1997 to 2001 period.

Cycle time, from order entry to customer receipt, was reduced from 60 days in 1993 to six days in 1998. This is an 80 percent performance improvement. Inventory levels were decreased by 30 percent. Operations cost were cut by 30 percent. Distribution cost shrank by 70 percent (that is, order fulfillment costs were reduced to 30 percent of original value). On-time delivery performance increased by 100 percent.

These results were achieved by focusing on customers (1994 to 1995), distribution (1995 to 1996), site completion, the implementation of SAP R/3, and supply chain management (2000 to present), respectively.
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